Newspaper Publisher Wanted
the first newspapers in america - the first newspapers in america ... wanted to continue publishing
campbellÃ¢Â€Â™s news-letter under the same title. campbell refused to authorize the use of the
title to any-one else. brooker sidestepped the ... editor and publisher of a newspaper in the american
colonies.
sex discrimination in help wanted advertising - the role of the newspaper as publisher of
classified, help wanted advertising that discriminates on the basis of sex. special atten-tion will be
given to the litigation that has been brought to control the incidence of this type of discrimination.
psychological effects of discriminatory ads
the penny press - j387: media history - home - the penny press. on the morning of september 3,
1833, ... help-wanted ads, were plentiful. by 1834, the sun had the largest circula-tion in the united
states. its rising ... becoming a newspaper publisher and sometime in 1831, having seen that boys
peddling spice cakes on the
fifteen years of antichurning: it's time to make butter - co.), was a newspaper publisher that had
acquired eight newspapers and continued to publish them under their existing names.9 the taxpayer
allocated $67.8 million of the purchase price, an amount equal to the publisherÃ¢Â€Â™s estimate of
future profits to be derived from some identified subscribers (more than 450,000) to the eight
constitutional law - closure of trials - the press and the ... - that the petitioner, a newspaper
publisher, had no constitu-1. 443 u.s. 368 (1979). 2. 100 s. ct. 2814 (1980). 3. unless otherwise
noted, references to the press are also presumed to refer to the rights of the general public.
gazette project interview with - pryorcenterrk - 3 democrat to be editor/general manager of a
weekly. at that time, i thought i wanted to be a newspaper publisher, and some friends of mine
owned three papers: marked tree, lepanto, and trumann, and they needed somebody to run
ida b. wells let the truth be told - houston chronicle - ida b. wells let the truth be told by walter
dean myers chapter 2 ... ida knew that the conductor wanted her to move because she was black.
she refused. the conductor tried to pull her out of the seat. ida was small. ... attorney and newspaper
publisher. susan b. anthony, who fought so
the power county press 83211, nov. 28, 2018 -- 9 the power ... - publisherÃ¢Â€Â™s notice all
real estate advertising in this newspaper is subject to ... your newspaper. the power county press ...
7 work wanted 8 help wanted 9 opportunity 10 child care merchandise 11 wanted 12 scooper
operators. great rift is an agricultural for sale
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